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Il Principato di Seborga. 
Dall’Abbazia di Lérins a Casa 
Savoia/
The Principality of Seborga. 
From the Lérins Abbey to the 
House of Savoy

Simonetta tombaccini

Il feudo di Seborga, denomi-
nato principato, fu ceduto nel 
954 dal conte Guido di Venti-
miglia al monastero di Lerino. 
Territorio dai confini incerti, 
era oggetto di periodiche usur-
pazioni da parte degli abitanti 
dei dintorni, sudditi della re-
pubblica di Genova. Tale posse-
dimento, popolato da circa 180 
anime alla fine del Cinquecen-
to, aveva scarse risorse economi-
che e, per quanto la pressione fi-
scale fosse forte, rendeva poco ai 
monaci lerinensi. Di qui la deci-
sione, presa nel 1666, di fabbri-
care luigini, una moneta molto 
richiesta dai turchi, ma tale 
fonte di reddito venne meno nel 
1686, per volontà di Luigi XIV. 
Per rinsanguare le loro finanze, 
i monaci pensarono di vendere 
il principato a Vittorio Amedeo II, 
che ambiva di allargare i propri 
domini verso il mare. Dopo un 
primo tentativo infruttuoso alla 
fine del Seicento, i contatti tra 
il monastero e il re sabaudo ri-
presero nel 1727 e si protrasse-
ro, con alterne vicende, fino al 
gennaio 1729, allorché la ven-
dita venne rogata da un notaio 
parigino.

The feud of Seborga, cal-
led Principality, was given by 
Count Guido di Ventimiglia 
to the Lérins Abbey in 954. 
A property with uncertain 
boundaries, it was the object of 
regular usurpations by those 
who lived in the surrounding 
area, subjects of the Republic 
of Genoa. The possession, in-
habited by about 180 people at 
the end of the 16th century, had 

In Guarini’s work, the ratio-
nal abstraction is an art event, 
not just a cultural background. 
It is geometrical substance, 
where space – in line with the 
physics of Descartes and Male-
branche, and with a stunning 
modern spirit – is extensive 
substance, a less dense mat-
ter, however not less real and 
architectural than the solid ar-
chitectural volume, which the 
physical space helps to shape.

The lepers’ hospital of the Sacra 
Religione. A place of care at the 
end of a long search between 
home assistance, segregation 
and model proposals

chiara Devoti

The assistance and care to le-
pers belongs to the very nature 
of the Sacra Religione dei Santi 
Maurizio e Lazzaro. Systemati-
cally practiced as a relief, and 
often offered at home, with the 
annexation of the sea territories 
– particularly from the former 
Republic of Genoa – this work of 
assistance requires the opening 
of a specific hospital. A long seri-
es of moves from one provisional 
space to another – first in the ca-
pital, then not far from it, in a vi-
neyard on the hills of Moncalieri, 
then in Aosta – is the prelude to 
the choice of a final location in 
Sanremo, after many paper pro-
posals and projects which were 
never executed.

Based on a solid and syste-
matic archival research, the 
article digs deep into the lo-
gics and architectural, as well 
as health care choices of these 
projects. It highlights the con-
tribution of leading figures, 
such as engineer Mosca, as 
well as undoubtedly talented 
designers forgotten by critics, 
and exceptional medical doc-
tors who were directly enga-
ged in the project.

SAGGI E STUDI

Geometric rationalism and 
physical space. 
Cartesian substances in 
Guarino Guarini’s art

Fabrizio corraDo

Even more than Francesco 
Borromini, Guarino Guarini 
has been taken by neoclassi-
cal critics as an example of the 
Baroque degeneration of an 
architecture that is opposed to 
the architectural logics as co-
dified in the traditional canon. 
Francesco Milizia, the most 
rigorous among these critics, 
does not hesitate to describe 
Borromini’s architecture as a 
“reverse architecture”, while he 
sees in Guarini – which pushed 
Borromini’s excessiveness to 
the extreme – nothing more 
than a frenzy of extravagances. 

But Guarini, in addition to 
being an architect, was also a 
theorist, a philosopher, and, 
according to the cultural trend 
of his time, a mathematician. 
Milizia’s rationalist critique 
should be limited to the reco-
gnized forms of constructive 
reason. In other words, to an 
empirical and naturalistic ap-
proach. But if the term “rea-
son” is understood correctly 
– as the author suggests – the 
thesis is reversed. Guarini be-
comes the perfect rationalist, 
as his ideal reference are the 
shapes of rational geometry, 
which, in a Cartesian view, re-
present the path of reason.

By going back to some im-
portant concepts of the Occa-
sionalism philosophy, the au-
thor connects the conceptual 
contents of the art of Guarini 
to the philosophical current 
of Cartesian scholasticism, ba-
sing his arguments on a purely 
visual interpretation of the 
form. 
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galanti del tempo della diplo-
mazia segreta di Cavour e di 
Napoleone III.

The essay explores the si-
milarities between Massimo 
d’Azeglio and Costantino Ni-
gra, and the human and fun-
ctional relationships between 
the two from 1852 to the de-
cisive missions in 1959. On 
the background, the love rela-
tionships at the time of the se-
cret diplomacy of Cavour and 
Napoleone III.

The Agricultural, Veterinary 
and Forestry Institute at the 
Venaria Reale royal palace: and 
unfinished project and the final 
destination as a place to keep 
the artillery (1846-1851)

Paolo anzile

Between the years of the 
Restoration and the first vi-
brations of the Risorgimento, 
different solutions on how and 
to what purpose the Venaria 
Reale royal palace should be 
used were tested. In 1846, it 
hosted the Agricultural, Vete-
rinary and Forestry Institute, 
with the ambitious intention 
to create a reference training 
centre for the entire Kingdom. 
However, the experience en-
ded prematurely, hindered by 
management costs and politi-
cal-military interests.

The Marquise Enrichetta 
Guasco di Bisio Carron di 
San Tommaso: a lady between 
ancien régime and modernity

maria tereSa reineri – 
manuela maSSola

The comprehensive literary 
portrait of Enrichetta Guasco 
di Bisio Carron di San Tom-
maso was possible thanks to 

this respectful and devoted 
man was the victim of a regret-
table episode at the thermal 
baths in Aix-les-Bains which 
involved the Count of Pomme-
reux, lover of the controver-
sial Madame de Solms, who 
unduly hid behind an alleged 
friendship with Cavour. The 
third Avigdor, the statesman 
Enrico Samuele who, through 
marriage, accessed the middle 
European financial world, 
and, just like his brother, was 
a member of the Subalpine 
Parliament, also boasted a 
deep friendship with Camillo 
Cavour. However, this was a 
unilateral, interested and in-
consistent relationship, which 
opened a break between the 
ambitious man from Nice and 
Cavour, the minister of Victor 
Emmanuel II.  

A friend of Charles Albert in 
Oporto

carloS bobone

After being defeated at No-
vara and having abdicated his 
crown, King Charles Albert 
of Sardinia chose to establish 
himself in the Portuguese city 
of Oporto. There he found an 
old subject of his former king-
dom, married and now living 
in Portugal, who stood by him 
with affectionate care until his 
final days. 

Nigra inventato da Massimo 
d’Azeglio/Nigra invented by 
Massimo d’Azeglio

GeorGeS virloGeux

Si evocano le affinità tra Mas-
simo d’Azeglio e Costantino Ni-
gra, i rapporti umani e funzio-
nali tra i due dal 1852 fino alle 
missioni decisive del 1959. Sullo 
sfondo, in filigrana, le relazioni 

little economic resources and, 
despite the high taxes, was not 
very profitable for the monks 
in Lérins. For this reason, in 
1666 the decision was made to 
start the production of luigini, 
a type of coin that was in gre-
at demand among the Turks. 
However, this source of inco-
me came to an end in 1686, by 
will of Louis XIV. To reple-
nish their finances, the monks 
decided to sell the Principali-
ty to Victor Amadeus II, who 
wished to expand his domi-
nion towards the sea. After a 
first unsuccessful attempt at 
the end of the 18th century, the 
contacts between the abbey 
and the Savoy king resumed in 
1727 and continued, with ups 
and downs, until January 1729, 
when a notary from Paris sig-
ned the deed of sale. 

The Count of Cavour and the 
Avigdor family in Nice. 
Lights and shades of a 
friendship in three stages

roSanna roccia

The business and frien-
dship relationship between 
the Marquises of Cavour and 
the Avigdor, a wealthy family 
of the Jewish community in 
Nice, continued with Count 
Camillo. An eighteen-year old 
officer of the Engineer Corps 
at the fort of Ventimiglia, he 
was welcomed with warmth 
and joy in the wonderful house 
outside the ghetto that belon-
ged to Samuel Avigdor. Their 
relationship, based on mutual 
appreciation, was frank and 
strong. Camillo had a more 
formal relationship with Sa-
muel’s son Giulio Moise, heir 
of his father’s bank. A town 
counsellor in Nice and then 
a member of Parliament who 
was deeply linked to his roots, 
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personality of a mature Piffetti 
and is a perfect piece to ex-
plore the mastery of the great 
cabinet-maker. The story of 
the will is quite interesting. It 
was contested by Ercolina’s si-
ster and in 1937 a trial that was 
widely covered by the papers 
of the time began. The hap-
py ending, however, ensured 
that the Museum obtained the 
small masterpiece, as well as 
dozens of other precious pie-
ces of furniture.

“A genius who was naturally 
inclined to dissipate”: Victor 
Amadeus, prince of Carignano, 
between Turin and Paris

luca Piovano

Third Prince of his family’s 
branch, Victor Amadeus of 
Savoy-Carignano (1690-1751) 
was particularly known for a 
personal life marked by scan-
dals. Son of Emmanuel Phi-
libert the “Sordomuto” (lit. 
the deaf-mute), he was second 
in line for the succession to 
the throne until 1699. Soon 
after he married Vittoria Fran-
cesca in 1714, the legitimated 
daughter of King Victor Ama-
deus II of Savoy, the couple 
ran into some financial trouble 
and decided to move to France 
in 1718. They often drew atten-
tion for having a comfortable 
and cultured life despite their 
limited finances. The Prince’s 
behavior was frowned upon by 
Victor Amadeus II and his son 
after him, Carlo Emanuele III, 
contributing to the negative 
reputation which would follow 
him even after his death.

and, finally, suggests some 
possible interpretations and 
observations in the context 
of the architectural history of 
Piedmont.

The drawing presents one 
little building – the entrance to 
a park or a hunting-wood. The 
main front, which stands in 
front of the palace is very ari-
stocratic. On the contrary, the 
back side has no windows and 
probably, no decorations. Insi-
de, we find two staircases, four 
little rooms and a high space 
that takes the light upstairs. 
The resulting building is very 
interesting.

The spirit of Piffetti in the 
house of the pretty florist

roberto antonetto

Very young, beautiful, courted 
and duly prudent. This was miss 
Ercolina Diverio in the Thirties 
of the 20th century, a florist with 
her shop under the arcades in 
Via Po, in Turin. The young 
florist was destined to become 
one of the great and illustrious 
benefactors of the Civic Mu-
seum. The beautiful girl had 
promised herself to only mar-
ry a prince charming who 
would be up to her ambitions. 
And this is exactly what hap-
pened. She married a Roveda 
di Sant’Ilario, along with his 
wealth, the title of Countess, 
a large flat in Turin, a villa in 
Pianezza. She also discovered 
an unexpected love for old fur-
niture and she filled her hou-
ses with it. Towards the end of 
her life, the florist-countess left 
all her art objects to the Civic 
Museum with her will. One of 
these, a desk with a shelf defi-
ned by Luigi Mallé “one of the 
most refined, precious and ori-
ginal exhibits in the Museum”, 
is characterised by the strong 

the research conducted in the 
“Carron di Brianzone” archive 
– kept by the municipality of 
Buttigliera Alta and recently 
opened to researchers – and 
in a second archive kept at 
the “Giuseppe Grosso libra-
ry” of the Province of Torino. 
Enrichetta Carron was an ari-
stocrat, noble by birth and by 
marriage, who succeeded to 
live up to her name and role 
thanks to her social acumen 
and free spirit, despite a long 
widowhood and the loss of her 
only child. Her devotion to the 
memory of her beloved ones 
opened to her the doors of the 
19th century art and culture of 
Piedmont and beyond, which 
she eventually pursued with 
the greatest assiduity. Enrichet-
ta managed her family heritage 
wisely and shrewdly grew her 
wealth with an innovative ap-
proach. It was her modern min-
dset that inspired Enrichetta 
when writing her will: she prio-
ritized her feelings of friendship 
and gratitude over the duties 
towards her bloodline which, 
however, she never forgot.

NOTE

Two drawings by Michelangelo 
Garove

lorenzo mamino

A few architectural drawings 
of the 17th century are preserved 
in Piedmont.

The essay reports the disco-
very of two drawings by Miche-
langelo Garove (architect, 1648-
1713) dated 1703 and intended 
for the countryside near But-
tigliera d’Asti. The first repre-
sents a palace and the second a 
little house. 

The essay then describes 
the details of second drawing 
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A. Cornagliotti (Turin, Centro 
Studi Piemontesi, 2015), in-
tegrate the rich list of words 
of that dictionary. The words 
published so far concern the 
Piedmontese items arbënna, 
barota, bastian contrari, gigèt, 
lëroà, maciafer, pòis, sisleca, 
strabié, taravela, cicless, erlo, 
ghirindon, fabrian, mecia, va-
cansa, vacassion, vaché, biòva, 
buel culé, tron-a.

Prosodic traits of spoken 
Piedmontese: the subalpine 
“accent”

livio tonSo

This essay is the result of 
a study aimed at defining the 
most typical intonational, rhyth-
mic and articulatory models of 
the Piedmontese speaker. To 
date, the issue does not seem to 
have been dealt with in a rea-
sonably complete manner. The 
tonal and rhythmic parts are 
analysed according to criteria 
drawn from music and classi-
cal prosody; the articulatory 
aspects focus mainly on the 
main tonic vowel. The article 
looks in detail at two examples 
of sentences. The recurring 
features of the “Piedmontese 
accent” are highlighted, and 
hypotheses are formulated on 
their historical origin, as a re-
sult of the Celtic substratum.

RITRATTI E RICORDI

Francesco Franco. A thought-
out art

lorenzo mamino

Francesco Franco (1924-2018) 
was a well-known and a suc-
cessful etcher. Born in Mondovì, 
he moved to Turin in 1965, whe-
re he taught at Accademia Al-

purpose, he resorts to the help 
of one of the most renowned 
experts of Barolo – Massimo 
Martinelli – and includes, 
in a very recognizable way, 
some excerpts from Marti-
nelli’s book Il barolo come lo 
sento io. However, he pays his 
debt by turning Martinelli 
himself into one of the cha-
racters in the book, thus cle-
arly acknowledging that he is 
not plagiarising his work, but 
simply borrowing from it.

Piedmontese Onomastic 8

edited by alDa 
roSSebaStiano, elena PaPa, 
Daniela cacia

The contribution focuses and 
describes the spread in history 
and on Piedmontese country a 
series of surnames which have 
nowadays epicentre in the 
region. About them (Curto, 
Curti, Curta; Sopetto, Sopetti; 
Babando; Beard, Barbetti, Bar-
betto, Barbavara, Barbarotto; 
Barbiso, Barbis, Barbisio, Bar-
bisino, Barbisini, Barbesino, 
Barbesini, Borsalino, Borsalini, 
Borsarini; Tonda; Platini, Pla-
tini, Platinetti, Goffi, Goffis, 
Grogno, Nano, Nanino, Nanet-
to, Sordo, Sordi, Surdo, Surdi, 
Chiornio) are given the etymo-
logy, the medieval documenta-
tion, the frame of presence in 
absolute and relative values in 
various Italian districts.

Piedmontese Lexicon 5

edited by anna cornaGliotti, 
Giovanni ronco

It is the fifth episode of a se-
ries of reports, documentation, 
discussion and etymological 
research with which some edi-
tors of the Repertorio etimo-
logico piemontese, directed by 

Notes on the “Giornale 
ecclesiastico” by Gaspare 
Morardo (1800-1801)

GianFranco armanDo –
carlo bazzani

The historians of the times 
of the Revolution have long 
acknowledged the important 
role played by the periodical 
press. “Giornale ecclesiastico” 
by Gasparo Morardo was one 
of these journals, and stood 
out for its religious interests 
and positions. It was publi-
shed in Turin between 1800 
and 1801. Its editor, a deter-
mined fan of the ideas coming 
from France, was one of the 
most convinced supporters of 
a democratic and republican 
regime, where religion was 
key in building a new order. 
From the pages of his journal, 
Morardo was able to conduct 
a fierce battle for religious re-
novation, involving all levels 
of the Church, which he consi-
dered as an old source of abu-
se among people. Morardo’s 
dispute led him to follow the 
so-called Theophilantrophy, a 
natural and deist-oriented re-
ligion. In order to pursue his 
aim, Morardo did not restrain 
from attacking, even brutally, 
the Ecclesiastic Commission of 
Piedmont, which he considered 
as a hideout of Jansenists una-
ble of taking care of religious 
matters which fell under the 
State’s responsibility. 

Nico Orengo: note on a 
self-certified borrowing from 
Massimo Martinelli

Giovanni teSio

Nico Orengo, a writer who 
sets most of his novels in we-
stern Liguria, chooses instead 
to set his novel Di viole e li-
quirizia in the Langhe. To this 
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The general, the diplomat, the 
courtier: the Villamarina in the 
documents of the Historical 
Archive of the City of Turin

aleSSia catalano

The correspondence of Ema-
nuele Pes di Villamarina (1777-
1852), his son Salvatore (1808-
1877) and his grandson Emanuele 
junior (1834-1891) covers a very 
significant period of time in 
Italian history. Full of intere-
sting writings by Charles Al-
bert, Camillo Benso di Cavour, 
Victor Emmanuel II, Massimo 
ed Emanuele Tapparelli d’Aze-
glio, Giuseppe Garibaldi and 
Margherita di Savoia, it is an 
invaluable source for historical 
research. Starting from this 
rich correspondence, the essay 
traces the way in which the Pes 
di Villamarina built the me-
mory of their family.

A lodge of members of the 
ruling class in Napoleonic 
Piedmont

alDo a. mola

The list of members of the 
lodge “Les Adelphes Nomo-
philes” in Saluzzo (1811-1813), 
obeying the Grand Orient de 
France at the time of Napole-
on, documents the social com-
position (aristocrats, soldiers, 
members of the Church, with 
no trace of late Jacobinism nor 
revolutionary ideas) of a ruling 
class that is loyal to the Empi-
re. Later, its members, as well 
as those of the other lodges in 
Piedmont, will easily identify 
with the restored Savoy mo-
narchy (1814).   

bertina during his 50 year-long 
career. In a long conversation 
with Francesco Franco, Loren-
zo Mamino tries to investigate 
and attempts to uncover the 
technique and thought behind 
his work. Mamino starts from 
the preliminary drawings, 
made of sketches, notes, sam-
ple-prints, paper samples, then 
moves on to the final results. 
He talks of “signs” and “wor-
ked papers”: a lyrical approach 
of genuine re-creation and in-
vention. Always guided by a 
solid reasoning.

DOCUMENTI E INEDITI

An unpublished letter by 
Silvio Pellico to Polissena di 
Benevello

luiSa Gentile – 
PieranGelo Gentile

The letter written by Silvio 
Pellico to Polissena di Benevel-
lo, dated 1832, September 27th, 
speaks of a relationship based 
on mutual appreciation. Its con-
tents reveal the writer’s conside-
ration of Polissena – wife of an 
important but forgotten figure 
of the Piedmontese Risorgimen-
to, Cesare di Benevello – throu-
gh an exchange of opinions on 
literary subjects. The letter talks 
about the novel by James Feni-
more Cooper, The Bravo. In it, 
Pellico finds familiar places, 
evoked in “My Prisons”, which 
he was just then giving to the 
press. The letter is one of the 
testaments of Pellico’s love for 
Anglo-Saxon literature, from 
Byron onwards.


